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Reading Comprehension   

.Read the text and answer the following questions 

Hershey Milton was a young boy who grew up in poverty in a small town. Despite his difficult 

circumstances, he had a passion for chocolate-making and dreamed of one day owning his own candy 

factory. He worked hard and saved every penny he could until he finally had enough money to start his 

own business. 

With determination and perseverance, Hershey built his chocolate empire from the ground up. He 

created new and innovative products that quickly became popular with consumers around the world. His 

company grew into one of the largest and most successful candy manufacturers in history. 

Today, Hershey's name is synonymous with delicious chocolate treats that bring joy to millions of people 

every day. His story is an inspiration to anyone who dreams of achieving greatness through hard work 

and dedication. 

 A} Choose the correct answer from a, b, or c  

      ?which is the following is the best title for the text-1 

a } Hershey's family                                                           

b}  Saving money                                                                     

c}   A famous candy maker                                                   

refers to paragraph stun "his" in the 1he underlined pronoT -2 

a } Company  

b  } Chocolate 

c} Hershey 

3-what is the writer's purpose of writing this text? 

a}To tell the reader about an inspiring success story 

b} To inform the readers about different kinds of candy  

c} To tell the reader about the importance of saving money  

4- Why do people still remember Hershey Milton? 

a} Because he worked in a candy factory  

b} ecause he made one of the finest chocolate in the world 

c}Because he was a hard worker  

 paragraph isnd " in the 2determinationunderlined word " he meaning of theT -5 

a} Firmness of purpose 

b} Optimistic 

c} Lazy 

    

 

 

Read the text and answer the following Questions  



   
 
 
 

         

 

The UAE Space Agency launched its first-ever mission to Mars on July 19, 2020. The spacecraft, 

named Hope Probe, is designed to study the Martian atmosphere and climate. It will orbit the 

planet for one Martian year (687 Earth days) and collect data that will help scientists better 

understand the planet's weather patterns and climate changes. The mission is a significant 

milestone for the UAE as it aims to establish itself as a major player in the global space 

industry. The Hope Probe is also a symbol of hope and inspiration for the Arab world, 

demonstrating that anything is possible with determination and hard work. 

 

Read the text and decide if these sentences are "True ", False" Or not given   

 

6-The UAE Space Agency launched its first mission to Mars on June 19 ,2020 

a} True                                  b} False                                c} Not given 

7-The Martian year equals { 687 Earth days } 

a} True                                 b] False                                 c} Not given  

8-The data collected by Hope Probe will help the scientist to know about the climate change  

a} True                                 b} False                                 c} Not given 

9-The Hope probe was built in collaboration with several international partners 

a} True                                  b} False                                 c} Not given 

10-The Spacecraft make the UAE as a leading player in space exploration 

a} True                                  b} False                                 c} Not given 

  



   
 
 
 

         

Read the text and answer the following Question bellow 

 

Saving the environment is crucial for the survival of our planet. We need to take action now to 

to our natural resources and ecosystems. One way we can help is by  damage prevent further

reducing our carbon footprint. This can be achieved by using renewable energy sources, such 

as solar or wind power, and reducing our consumption of fossil fuels. We can also reduce 

waste by recycling and composting 

 and using reusable products instead of disposable ones. Planting trees and supporting 

 usreserving our environment. It's up to all of conservation efforts are also important steps in p

to make a difference and protect the planet for future generations. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b or c 

11- The text is mainly about  

a } Recycling 

b } Renewable energy  

c } preserving our environment  

12-Damaging environment mainaly achive through  

a } Increasing our carbon foot print  

b } Cutting trees and using fossil fuels 

c } Both a and b  

13- Saving environment can be done through reducing our carbon foot print, 

reducing our consumption of fossil fuels and ……… 

a} Incrasing waste 

b} disposable products 

c} Using renewable energy sources   

line means ndin the 2 damageThe word  -14 

a } Harmful  

b} Helpless 

c} Useful 

 paragragh refer to ndThe pronoun us in the 2-15 

a } environment 

b }people 

c} polutions 



   
 
 
 

         

Grammar 

 

Choose the correct answer from a,b or c 

 

16-  Have you ever ……………… to Switzerland? 

a} Were                         b} been                          c} Was 

17-This old building ……………here for about two hundred years it's so old  

a } Have stand             b} Has stood                c} stood  

18- Mike: I have to sleep He said that  

A } He has to sleep 

b } Had to sleep  

c } He slept  

19-A turtle is ……………… than a rabbit. 

A} Slow                   b} Faster                c} Slower 

20-He ……………. To sell newspapers. 

a } Is going              b } Will                   c} Won't  

Vocabulary 

 

21-Sara has a great ………… in drawing one day she is going to be a famous artist. 

a} hardship                b} skill                            c}Sight  

22-when the play is over, they put the red …………… down. 

a } curtain                 b } achieve                   c } audience 


